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Preface 
It is a pleasure to present our readers with another volume in the series entitled 
Voices of Russian Transpersonalism. 1 In 1993, the editors of the Australian Journal 
ofTranspersonal Psychology undertook to expand the disciplinary and geographical 
perimeters of the journal by renaming it the International Journal of Transpersonal 
Studies. We are grateful to the current editor in chief of IJTS, Professor Erin M. Neill 
of Queensland University of Technology, for especially supporting contributions 
from Russia, where, prior to the demise of the Soviet regime, all too many voices 
were silenced in one way or another. 
S. I. Shapiro 
University of Hawai 'i 
Honolulu, HI USA 
T. R. Soidla 
Institute of Cytology 
St. Petersburg, Russia 
Guest Editors 
1The first volume in the series was published as a supplement to the International Journal of 
Transpersonal Studies, 1995, Volume 14. For help in preparing the present issue, we are indebted 
to Annie Van Assche for her conscientious word processing and copyediting, to Darryl M. Chan 
for computer assistance, and to Philippe L. Gross for e-mail communications and copyediting. 
·Most of the contributions are reprinted from a forthcoming book entitled EveJ)'thing is According 
to the Way: Voices of Russian Transpersonalism, edited by T. R. Soidla and S. I. Shapiro 
(Brisbane, Australia: Bolda-Lok Publishing). 
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